
The touch solution "true touch" is about 2-way communication. Real-
time as well as delayed. The way* the symbols at the screen are 
touched creates a meaning. A symbol can be a graphical 
representation like an icon, a photo, a video or anything that can be 
represented visually at the screen.

This meaning can differ from application to application. Thus a slow 
light stroking movement over an symbol in application A could mean 
and lead to a different action or reaction than a slow light stroking 
movement applied in application B.

This patent application handles with x areas (weak):
• real-time and delayed communication
• actions and it's result locally at the device, and, at a remote device
• how a movement, shape, timing and force have meaning assigned to them

defnition

Action (*the way) is a combination of
• real-time or delayed communication
• movement
• shape
• timing
• force
• feedback

The interaction between 2 or more people can be real-time or 
delayed.

Real-time

An application can send the meaning directly to the remote device. 
This remote device will display or in other feedback format (sound, 
texture change) communicate the message. Depending on the 
application, the recipient can interact in a same manner with the 
sender. 

Delayed

An application can send a message and this will be received by 
the recipient. The message can be stored at the remote device 
and can be interacted with at a later moment. 

Movements

Movements have attached a meaning. Meaning is defined in a 
dictionary from which the application reads.

Examples of movements are: stroke, pinch, spread, punch, drag, 
circle and triangle 
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Shapes

An application dictionary contains the shape(s) the application can 
recognize and assign meaning to when the finger or fingers draw 
this on the display. Each shape is linked to a specific action. 
Drawing different shapes result different actions.

Example: drawing a square over a symbol could mean save this 
symbol (or what it represents) and drawing a line though this 
symbol could mean delete

Application dependencies

Example:In application A the drawing of the shape "circle" around 
an symbol could mean zoom in. In application B drawing of the 
shape "circle" could mean open

Common language base

It is essential to develop a shared language which guarantees a 
level of consistency of what movements could mean. The meaning 
can be free to a certain extend and thorough research is needed 
on how flexible deviations of a meaning can be. Likely there will be 
a class of semi fixed meanings like "delete", "save" which can be 
used for basic interactions. But there are also movements which 
have an application specific meaning. The way how to decide on 
these is a part of a design and research project.

Timing

We distinguish between continuous movements and interrupted 
movements. They both carry meaning. Speed is an other element 
which carries meaning.

Force

Force can be used to communicate ...something… lost 
concentration :-)

Feedback

Feedback of the shape is given on screen. The user sees what he 
or she draws. The way the feedback is presented is defined by the 
application designer

Feedback can be at the receiving end can be the same or 
different. this is a design decision.
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